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HADRONIC TRANSPORT MODELS�P. DanielewizNational Superonduting Cylotron Laboratory andDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Mihigan State UniversityEast Lansing, MI 48824, USAand Gesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung mbH64291 Darmstadt, Germany(Reeived January 7, 2002)Hadroni transport models may be utilized to extrat bulk nulearproperties. Dedution of in-medium nuleon�nuleon ross setions andof nulear visosity is disussed, as well as the extration of momentum de-pendene of nuleoni mean �eld. Moreover, determination of the nulearinompressibility and of onstraints on the nulear pressure at supranormaldensities is desribed.PACS numbers: 25.70.�z, 25.75.�q, 25.75.Ld, 25.70.Ef1. IntrodutionHadroni transport is essential means for understanding energeti en-tral reations and for deduing properties of exited matter. The transportis generally based on the Boltzmann equation for the partile phase-spaedistributions f :�f�t + �"p�p �f�r � �"p�r �f�p = Z dp2 Z d
0 v12 d�d
0 ((1� f1)(1� f2)�f 01 f 02 � (1� f 01)(1� f 02)f1 f2) : (1)Here, "(p; ffg) is the single partile energy. The terms on the l.h.s. of theequation aount for the hanges of f due to the motion of partiles in theaverage potential �eld produed by other partiles; the partile veloity isv = �"=�p. The r.h.s. of (1) aounts for hanges of f due to ollisions.The hadroni transport has been quite suessful in appliations, de-sribing a multitude of measured single-partile spetra, among other. With� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (45)



46 P. Danielewiza on�dene stemming from the suess of preditions, one an gain throughthe transport theory a good insight into the history and mehanism of re-ations. The transport theory is fairly �exible allowing one to inlude newpartiles as energy domain hanges and to inorporate new ollision pro-esses if these beome important.Despite suesses of the theory, there are signi�ant unertainties in theunderlying Boltzmann equation. Thus, the dependene of the single-partileenergies on momentum and density is generally not known. In terms of thenet system energy, the single-partile energies are:" = ÆEÆf ; (2)and they relate to partile optial potentials withUopt = "� "kin : (3)The ross setions utilized in the ollision integral in (1) are usually suhas in free-spae, but di�erent ross setions may need to be utilized in themedium.The indiated unertainties represent di�ulties but also opportunitiesto learn about nulear systems. In pratie, it is neessary to identify ob-servables from reations, or ombinations thereof, that are sensitive to aspei� unertainty. It is neessary to understand whih partiular featuresof the nulear system are explored in a reation and why an outome may bewell desribed in spite of the unertainties. In the following, I shall give ex-amples of the inferene of bulk properties of nulear matter from omparingthe transport results to reation data, emphasizing the above points.2. Stopping in ollisionsStopping observables in ollisions, suh as linear momentum transfer andERAT , an be expeted to yield information on in-medium ross-setions.In the linear-momentum measurements, entral (b � 0) mass asymmetrireations are assessed within the laboratory frame, f. Fig. 1. The veloity
Fig. 1. A mass-asymmetri ollision.



Hadroni Transport Models 47omponent along the beam of the most massive fragment stemming froma reation is identi�ed, and its average over reation events is ompared tothe .m. veloity. A proximity of the average omponent to the net .m.veloity, hvki � v:m:, indiates fusion in a reation and, thus, a large levelof stopping and, potentially, large elementary ross setions. On the otherhand, low values of the average omponent, hvki � 0, indiate little stoppingand, potentially, low elementary ross setions.The Stony Brook group [1℄ has investigated entral (hbi � bmax=4) olli-sion events of Ar with several targets, Cu, Ag and Au, and has determinedhvki=v:m: as a funtion of bombarding energy; the results from the Ag tar-get are represented by �lled irles in Fig. 2. At low energies, the projetile

Fig. 2. Measured (�lled irles) and alulated (other symbols) average veloityratio hvki=v:m: as a funtion of beam energy in entral 40Ar + Ag ollisions.and target appear to fuse. As energy is raised, the transpareny sets in andit inreases with the inrease in energy. Results of transport simulationsassuming free nuleon�nuleon ross setions and di�erent forms of optialpotentials are represented, respetively, by stars, diamonds and �lled squaresin the �gure. It is seen that all those alulations overestimate the stopping.The fusion ontinues too high up in energy and at high energies the residueveloity remains too high. Notably, the results are rather inentive to the as-sumed form of nuleon single-partile energies. In onsequene, these resultspoint to the in-medium ross-setions redued ompared the free-spae.There may be di�erent reasons for an in-medium redution of ross se-tions. Thus, it may be reasonable to assume that the geometri ross-setionradius should not exeed the interpartile distane,� . y ��2=3 ; (4)



48 P. Danielewizwith y � 1, sine, otherwise, the nuleon�nuleon satterings an get mul-tiply ounted. The requirement may be implemented in pratie with thefollowing in-medium ross setion:� = �0 tanh (�free=�0) ; where �0 = y ��2=3 : (5)There may be other reasons for the ross-setion redution, suh as thee�ets of Pauli priniple and of single-partile energy modi�ations for in-termediate states. In the alulations that inlude those e�ets (but notthe overlap of binary ollision regions), suh as of the Rostok group [2℄, ageneral redution of the in-medium ross setions is found. In the following,we utilize a rude parametrization of the Rostok ross setions:� = �free exp��0:6 ��0 11 + (T:m:=150MeV)2� ; (6)where T:m: is the .m. kineti energy of a sattering nuleon pair.The results of the simulations using the two types of redued in-mediumross-setions are shown in Fig. 2 with open squares and open irles, re-spetively. It is seen that the stopping is redued now at higher energies andin a muh better agreement with data.While similar redutions are obtained with the two in-medium ross se-tions, the two ross setions are atually quite di�erent. This is illustratedin Fig. 3 that shows the number of ollisions for the di�erent ross setions,as a funtion of time. It is seen that the number of ollisions for the Ros-tok ross setions is redued by � 25% ompared to the free ross-setions.However, the number of ollisions for the ross setions sreened with theinterpartile distane is redued by a fator of 4. How ome those two rosssetions lead to the same redution in stopping when the ollision numbersare so vastly di�erent?Clearly, not all ollisions are the same. If e.g. the sattering angle inollision is small, the ollision may matter little for the reation dynamis.The most elementary marosopi property of a system related to the rosssetions is visosity. When a system is desribed by the Boltzmann equation,then the visosity is [3℄� = 59 T �R dp p2 f�2R dp1 R dp2 R d
0 v12 d�d
0 q412 sin2 �0 f1 f2 (1� f 01) (1 � f 02) ; (7)where the relative momentum is q12 = jp1�p2j=2. The visosity is inverselyproportional to the binary ollision rate, but with ollisions weighted withthe weight q412 sin2 �0, suppressing the ollisions at low sattering angle, andweighting most those that take plae at large relative momentum and leadto �0 90Æ.
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Fig. 3. Number of ollisions in the 90 MeV/nuleon Ar + Ag reation for di�erentross setions, as a funtion of time.While the two di�erent parametrizations of ross setions yield di�er-ent results regarding the ollision number, it is interesting to ask whetherthey also yield di�erent results for ollisions weighted with their importane,suh as in the expression for visosity. This is examined in Fig. 4 and it isseen that the two parametrizations, that yield a right redution in stopping,also pratially agree with regard to the weighted ollision number. Theseparametrizations would also agree with regard to the visosity of the sys-tem, inreased by the same fator by whih the weighted ollision numberis dereased.

Fig. 4. Number of ollisions weighted with q4 sin2 � in the 90 MeV/nuleon Ar + Agreation for di�erent ross setions, as a funtion of time.



50 P. DanielewizAnother nulear stopping observable has been the reation ross setionfor di�erent values of ERAT = E?=Ek, examined in entral Au + Au ol-lisions by the FOPI Collaboration [4℄. Here, E? and Ek are the transverseand longitudinal energy, respetively. Generally, a value of ERAT < 2 in-diates a transpareny (2 beause of two transverse dimensions and onlyone longitudinal), ERAT > 2 indiates a system splashing in the diretionstransverse to the beam axis, and ERAT = 2 indiates isotropy. However,�nite-multipliity �utuations spread out and modify those results and like-wise do the detetor ine�ienies. After orreting for the �utuations andine�ienies, the FOPI Collaboration onluded that the head-on Au + Auollisions at 250 MeV/nuleon were onsistent with isotropy. Figure 5 showsthe results for the expeted value of ERAT in simulations, with the varia-tion of the inverse of parameter y in the �rst of our in-medium ross-setionparametrization, together with the result for the seond parametrization andfor data (with 10% unertainty). The value of 1=y = 0 orresponds to freeross setions and these again yield too muh stopping. The ompatibil-ity with data requires y � 1. In the analysis, the Rostok and sreenedross-setion parametrizations yield again very di�erent ollision numbers,but similar numbers for ollisions entered with visous weight, when thoseparametrizations yield a similar stopping. The number of weighted ollisionsis again redued by about 25% ompared to the ase of free ross setions.

Fig. 5. ERAT in entral Au + Au reations at 250 MeV/nuleon. The �lled irlesrepresent the results of simulations as a funtion of the parameter 1=y ontrollingthe ross setion redution in (5). The dashed line represents the result of simu-lations with Rostok ross setions (6). The dashed region represents the data ofRef. [4℄.



Hadroni Transport Models 51Based on the simulations, we an onlude that the stopping observablesindiate redued in-medium ross setions and that these observables di-retly sense the nulear visosity. In the reations in question, the visosityis higher by � 25% ompared to that expeted on the basis of free rosssetions [3℄. 3. Mean-�eld momentum dependeneElasti sattering of nuleons from nulei and nulear struture give a-ess to the nuleoni mean �elds (MFs) at densities � . �0 and yield evidenefor nontrivial momentum dependene of those �elds, see Fig. 6. However, ithad been di�ult to demonstrate the momentum dependene of the �elds inheavy-ion ollisions and, in partiular, to aess the momentum dependeneat supranormal densities reahed in the ollisions.

Fig. 6. Nuleon mean �eld in symmetri matter at �0 as a funtion of nuleonmomentum. Solid line represents parametrization [5℄ of data analyses, in partiularfrom nuleon sattering by Hama et al. [6℄. Other lines represent di�erent MFparametrizations in simulations.In Fig. 6, we see that the optial potential is an inreasing funtion ofthe momentum. The expeted e�et of the momentum dependene of the�eld in a reation is then an inrease in the partile veloity in the medium,as v = �"�p �"kin�p + �Uopt�p = vkin + �Uopt�p > vkin ; (8)f. (3), where vkin is veloity in free spae for a given p. One measure ofthe momentum dependene is the e�etive mass m�, the ratio of the mo-mentum to the veloity, usually onsidered at the Fermi surfae. A strongermomentum dependene yields a lower m�.



52 P. DanielewizIn simulations, it is onvenient to parametrize in-medium partile velo-ities in a loal frame and to derive single-partile energies and potentialstherefrom, with [7℄v(p; �) = psp2 +m2��1 +  ��0 1(1+� p2=m2)2�2 ; (9)"(p; �) = m+ Z p0 dp0 v +�"(�) : (10)This preludes supraluminous behavior.The question arises how to demonstrate a hange in the partile velo-ities in a reation. One possibility is to use a timer represented by thespetator nuleons in the periphery of a reation. Figure 7 shows ontourplots of the baryon density, exitation energy, and of the bound baryons inan 800 MeV/nuleon Sn + Sn reation at b = 5 fm. The spetator nuleons,
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t = 0                    5                   10                   15                  20  fm/cFig. 7. Contour plots of baryon density, exitation energy and of density of boundbaryons in the 124Sn + 124Sn reation at 800 MeV/nuleon [7℄.at the edges of the system, are only weakly a�eted by the reation pro-ess and proeed at a virtually unhanged veloity. At the same time, theso-alled partiipant partiles at the enter of the system undergo ollisionswith partiles from the opposing nuleus. The partiipant region undergoesompression and exitation followed by expansion. Of interest are veloitiesof partiles in the ompressed region and those veloities an be assessedthrough anisotropies due the shadow of spetator matter in the emission ofhigh momentum partiles leaving the partiipant region. Given the �xed



Hadroni Transport Models 53veloity of the spetators, the shadow and emission anisotropy will be pro-nouned if the partiipant partiles are fast and weak if the partiipants areslow.The spetator piees are large in more peripheral ollisions and therealso the importane of the MF momentum dependene is pronouned asthe matter does not equilibrate well. The anisotropy of partile emission atmidrapidity (zero longitudinal veloity in the .m.), quanti�ed in terms of aso-alled elliptiity oe�ient v2 = hos (2�)i, is shown in Fig. 8 for the Au+ Au ollision at 400 MeV/nuleon, as a funtion of the impat parameter.It is apparent that at high b it is possible to separate the e�ets of MFs withand without the momentum dependene and even possibly to learn aboutdetails of the momentum dependene.

small spectator piece large piece

impact parameterFig. 8. Negative of the elliptiity parameter at midrapidity in Au + Au ollisions at400 MeV/nuleon, as a funtion of the impat parameter [6℄. The irles representresults for momentum-dependent MFs haraterized by m� = 0:65m and di�erentinompressibilities, while squares represent results for momentum-independent MFs(haraterized by m� = m).The anisotropy of proton emission at midrapidity has been studied by theKaoS Collaboration [8℄ in midperipheral Bi+Bi ollisions as a funtion of pro-ton transverse momentum, at several beam energies. Their 400 MeV/nuleonresults, in terms of the out-of to in-plane anisotropyRN = N(90Æ) +N(270Æ)N(0Æ) +N(180Æ) = 1� 2v21 + 2v2 ; (11)



54 P. Danielewizare ompared in the top panel of Fig. 9 to the alulations utilizing MFs withdi�erent momentum dependenies. It is apparent that the high-momentumdata favor the momentum-dependene haraterized by the e�etive massin the viinity of m� = 0:70m.The question is whether the onlusions on the momentum dependenestrongly depend on other unertainties, suh as the inompressibility or thein-medium ross setions. This is tested in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. Itis seen that sensitivity of the RN in midperipheral ollisions to the otherunertainties is weak.

Fig. 9. Measured [8℄ (�lled squares) and alulated [6℄ (lines) ratios RN , as a fun-tion of transverse momentum, in Bi + Bi reation. The lines in the top panelrepresent the results of simulations with in-medium ross setions and those MFsfor whih the optial potentials are shown in Fig. 6. The bottom panel shows thesensitivity of the results to the variation of ross setions and of K. The long-dashed, solid, and dotted lines repeat respetive results from the top panel ob-tained with in-medium ross setions and K = 210 MeV. The long-dash-dottedand short-dash-dotted lines represent additional results obtained, respetively, us-ing the momentum-independent MF with K = 380 MeV and using no MF at all.The short-dashed and long-dash-double-dotted lines represent the additional resultsfor free ross-setions and MFs with m�=m = 0:65 and m�=m = 0:70, respetively.



Hadroni Transport Models 55Another question that arises is whether the reations in question providethe same information that an be gained from nuleon�nuleus satteringor whether new information is gained pertaining to supranormal densities.To test this, simulations may be arried out by varying the momentumdependene at supranormal but not at lower densities. The bottom panelof Fig. 10 ompares 700 MeV/nuleon data [8℄ to the results of simulationsassuming the momentum dependene given by (9), strengthening with theinrease in density, and to the results of simulations assuming the samemomentum dependene at supranormal densities as at the normal:v(p; �) = v(p; �0); for � > �0 : (12)

Fig. 10. Measured [8℄ (�lled squares) and alulated [6℄ (lines) ratios of out-of-planeto in-plane proton yields at midrapidity, as a funtion of p?, in 700 MeV/nuleon209Bi + 209Bi ollisions. The inompressibility is K = 380 MeV for the long-dash-dotted line in the top panel and K = 210MeV for other alulations. The solid anddotted lines in the bottom panel repeat the results from the top panel. The long-dash-double-dotted line in the bottom panel represents the results of a alulationwhere the momentum dependene at � > �0 is made to follow the dependeneat � = �0.



56 P. DanielewizIt is seen in the �gure that the data learly require the momentum de-pendene that strengthens with density; the results with the momentumdependene frozen above �0 are in fat loser to those without the momen-tum dependene than those with the full dependene. The reason for thesensitivity to the momentum dependene at � > �0 is that the high-p? par-tiles are diretly emitted into the vauum from the high-density partiipantregion around the time of maximum ompression [6℄.The parametrization of the momentum dependene that is favored by thedata agrees fairly well with that found in the mirosopi Dira�Bruekneralulations [10,11℄ at the explored densities and momenta, see Fig. 11, butnot with some other [6℄. After takling the in-medium ross-setions andthe mean-�eld momentum dependene, we now turn to the features of thenulear equation of state (EOS).

Fig. 11. Optial potential in nulear matter as a funtion of nuleon momentum,at di�erent densities, from the Dira�Bruekner�Hartree�Fok (DBHF) alula-tions with the Bonn-A interation and in our parametrizations. The short-dashedand short-dash-dotted lines represent the DBHF potentials obtained assuming, re-spetively, momentum-independent vetor and salar �elds [10℄ and parametrizedmomentum-dependent �elds [11℄ The solid and long-dashed lines represent the op-tial potentials for m�=m = 0:70 and m�=m = 0:65 MF parametrizations [6℄,respetively, with K = 210 MeV.



Hadroni Transport Models 574. Nulear inompressibilityFrom the binding-energy formula and from eletron sattering, we knowthat the energy per nuleon in symmetri nulear matter, under the e�etsof nulear fores alone, minimizes at the normal density �0 = 0:16 fm�3at �16 MeV. The urvature around the minimum is quanti�ed in termsof inompressibility K, �rst introdued as a urvature of the energy withrespet to the nulear radius for onsidered sharp-sphere nulei,K = 9 �20 d2d�2 �EA� = R2 d2dR2 �EA� : (13)The simplest way to determine the inompressibility may seem to induevolume osillations in a nuleus. This ould be done by sattering � partileso� a nuleus, Fig. 12. For the lowest exitation, the exitation energy E�,dedued from the �nal � energy, would be related to the lassial frequenythrough E� = ~
, and the latter would be related to K.
Fig. 12. Volume osillations indued by alpha sattering.
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Fig. 13. Radius of an expanded lead nuleus as a funtion of time from the Vlasovversion of (1), for two values of inompressibility.
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Fig. 14. Upper: 0+ exitation spetrum in several nulei from measurements ofYoungblood et al. [13℄. Lower: Fourier spetrum for monopole osillations in leadwithin the Vlasov equation for two values of K.
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Fig. 15. Measured [13℄ and alulated energies of giant monopole resonanes inspherial nulei.Let us examine the lassial energy of an osillating nuleus:Etot = Z dr � mN v22 + 12 AK (R �R0)2= AmN hr2iA _R22 + 12 AK (R�R0)2 ; (14)where we use the fat that, for a nuleus uniformly hanging its density, theveloity is proportional to the radius, v = _R (r=R). We then obtain theenergy of a simple harmoni osillator; the frequeny is a square root of thespring onstant divided by mass onstant, yielding:E� = ~s KmN hr2iA : (15)There are ompliations regarding this reasoning. Thus, the nuleus isnot a sharp-edged sphere and the Coulomb interations play a role in the os-illations as well as nulear interations, di�erent in isospin asymmetri mat-ter than symmetri. These e�ets may be aounted for in time-dependentHartree�Fok or in the random-phase-approximation alulations allowingfor meaningful omparisons to data. The above approahes inlude also shelle�ets but, if one wants to study just average features of exitations, then themodel based on (1) may be employed, provided that the net energy inludes



60 P. Danielewizontributions from the �nite-range of interations besides Coulomb, isospinand symmetri volume terms [6℄. If a nuleus is expanded, by inreasingdistanes from the enter by a small fration, then osillations result, illus-trated in Fig. 13, with a distint dependene on K. Figure 14 shows nextthe power spetrum for the osillations from the Boltzmann equation as wellas the 0+ spetra from preise analyses of alpha sattering [12℄, in the sat-tering angle and energy loss. Next, �gure 15 ompares the mass dependeneof the resonane energy with the results from the Vlasov equation. The datafavor K = 225 � 15 MeV, represented by the intermediate line.5. EOS at supranormal densities from �owFeatures of EOS at supranormal densities an be inferred from globalfeatures of �ow in ollisions of heavy nulei at high energies. At low impatparameters, relatively large regions of high density are formed and mat-ter is best equilibrated. The olletive �ow an provide aess to pressuregenerated in the ollision.To see how the �ow relates to pressure, we may look at the hydrodynamiEuler equation for the nulear �uid, an analog of the Newton equation, in aloal frame where the olletive veloity vanishes, v = 0:(e+ p) ��t ~v = �~rp : (16)The olletive veloity beomes an observable at the end of the reation. Inomparing to the Newton equation, we see that the pressure p = �2 �(e=�)�� js=�plays the role of a potential for the hydrodynami motion, while the densityof enthalpy w = e+p plays the role of a mass. In fat, at moderate energies,the enthalpy density is pratially the mass density, w � �mN . We see fromthe Euler equation that the olletive �ow an tell us about the pressure inomparison to enthalpy. In establishing the relation, we need to know thespatial size where the pressure gradients develop and this will be determinedby the nulear size. However, we also need the time during the hydrodynamimotion develops and here again we will be able to use the spetators.Notably, the �rst observable that one may want to onsider to extrat theinformation on EOS is the net radial or transverse olletive energy. Thatenergy may reah as muh as half of the total kineti energy in a reation.Despite its magnitude, the energy is not useful for extrating the informationon EOS beause of the lak of information on how long the energy develops.Large pressures ating over a short time an produe the same net olletiveenergy as low pressures ating over a long time.However, the development of anisotropies in the olletive expansion istimed by the spetators [14℄. As the partiipant zone expands, the speta-tors, moving at a presribed pae, shadow the expansion. If the pressures



Hadroni Transport Models 61in the entral region are high and the expansion is rapid, the anisotropiesgenerated by the presene of spetators are going to be strong. On the otherhand, if the pressures are low and, orrespondingly, the expansion of thematter is slow, the shadows left by spetators will not be very pronouned.There are di�erent types of anisotropies in the emission that the spe-tators an produe. Thus, throughout the early stages of a ollisions, thepartiles move primarily along the beam axis in the enter of mass. How-ever, during the ompression stage, the partiipants get loked within ahannel, titled at an angle, between the spetator piees, f. Fig. 7. As aonsequene, the forward and bakward emitted partiles aquire an averagede�etion away from the beam axis, towards the hannel diretion. Anotheranisotropy is the elliptiity v2, that we already examined as a funtion of p?in midperipheral ollisions. Now we will onsider global v2 values at lowerimpat parameters.The di�erent anisotropies have been quanti�ed experimentally over awide range of bombarding energies in Au + Au ollisions. Figure 16 showsthe measure of the sideward forward-bakward de�etion as a funtion of thebeam energy, with symbols representing data. Lines represent simulationsassuming di�erent EOS. On top of the �gure, typial maximal densities areindiated whih are reahed at a given bombarding energy. Without inter-ation ontributions to pressure, the simulations labeled asade produefar too weak anisotropies to be ompatible with data. The simulations withEOS haraterized by the inompressibility K = 167 MeV yield adequateanisotropy at lower beam energies, but too low at higher energies. On theother hand, with the EOS haraterized by K = 380 MeV, the anisotropyappears too high at virtually all energies. It should be mentioned that theinompressibilities should be onsidered here as merely labels for the dif-ferent utilized EOS. The pressures resulting in the expansion are produedat densities signi�antly higher than normal and, in fat, hanging in theourse of the reation.Figure 17 shows next the anisotropy of emission at midrapidity, withsymbols representing data and lines representing simulations. Again, we seethat without interation ontributions to pressure, simulations annot repro-due the measurements. The simulations with K = 167 MeV give too littlepressure at high energies, and those with K = 380 MeV generally too muh.A level of disrepany is seen between data from di�erent experiments.We see that no single EOS allows for a simultaneous desription of bothtypes of anisotropies at all energies. In partiular, the K = 210 MeV EOSis the best for the sideward anisotropy, and the K = 300 MeV EOS isthe best for the ellipti anisotropy. We an use the disrepany betweenthe onlusions drawn from the two types of anisotropies as a measure ofinauray of the theory and draw broad boundaries on pressure as a funtion
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Fig. 16. Sideward �ow exitation funtion for Au + Au. Data and transportalulations are represented, respetively, by symbols and lines [14℄.

Fig. 17. Ellipti �ow exitation funtion for Au + Au. Data and transport alu-lations are represented, respetively, by symbols and lines [14℄.



Hadroni Transport Models 63of density from what is ommon in onlusions based on the two anisotropies.To ensure that the e�ets of ompression dominate in the reation over othere�ets, we limit ourselves to densities higher than twie the normal. Theboundaries on the pressure are shown in Fig. 18 and they eliminate some ofthe more extreme models for EOS utilized in nulear physis, suh as therelativisti NL3 model and models assuming a phase transition at relativelylow densities, f. Fig. 19.

Fig. 18. Constraints from �ow on the T = 0 pressure-density relation, indiated bythe shaded region [14℄.

Fig. 19. Impat of the onstraints on models for EOS [14℄.
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